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The conference was organised by Alain Connes (Paris), Joachim
Cuntz (Münster), and Mare Rieffel (Berkeley).

There were 27leetures altogether. Emphasis was put particularly on
the exchange of ideas between mathematicians and physicists. There
fore, many of the lectures were related to problems in quantum pbysics.
Some lecturers investigated the possibilities of quantum field theories
over "non-commutative spaces" like defonned Minkowski space or non
commutative tori. The non-commutative tori also have become of
interest beeause they arise as ucompactifications"· in l\1-theory. One
should also mention bere tbe study of deformations associated to Pois
son manifolds. A great breakthrough seems to be the discovery due to
Dirk Kreimer and Alain Connes of two closely related Hopf algebras
that underly tbe combinatorics of renormalisation of path integrals in
physics and of the index theorem for transversally elliptic operators on
foliated manifolds, respectively.

Another topic of great interest was v;ork related to the Baum-Cc~nes

conjecture. This conjecture concerns the K-theory of the (reduced) C·
algebra associated to a locally compact group. Tbe lecture by Vincent
Lafforgue describes a proof of tbis conjecture for a large class of groups,
includiog also same with property (T). Moreover, Guoliang Yu explores
the relation to tbe coarse geometry of metric spaces to prove at least
the strong Novikov eonjeeture for a large elass of diserete groups: There
are 00 groups knowo not to satisfy the necessary condition for his proof
to work. Besides tbe proof of tbe conjeeture, also applieations of it have
received some attention.

The leetures of Michael Pusehnigg and Ralf Meyer contain major
advanees in our understanding of entire and asymptotic cyclic eoho
mology theories. It is now known tbat they also have six term exact
sequenees like periodie eyclic cobomology. Even for seemingly simple
algebras like tbe algebra of smooth funetions on the cirele, the entire
cyelic eohomology was previously not eomputable. This is possible now
due to excision.
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Submitted abstracts in chroDological order

Twist Positivity

ARTHUR JAFFE

In this talk I annOUDce a new positivity property that arises in consider

ing quantum tripies and that appears related to tbe existence of a func

tional integral representation for the tripie. The tripie {H, U(g), 1l)

consists of a Hilbert space 11. and a self adjoint, 6-summable Hamil

tonian H acting on 1i, so that Tr1(e-ßH ) < 00 for all /3 > Q. Also,

U(g) is a unitary representatioD on 1[, of a symmetry group G of H, so

U(g)H = HU(g). We also assume that lIe-ßHIl is a simple eigenvalue .

of e-ßH with eigenspace spanned by nvac , and we normalise U(g) so

that U(g)Ovac = nvac .

In numerouS examples we find that for all 9 E G and a11 ß > 0,

3(9, ß) = Tr?t(e-PHU(gr) > 0,

a surprising condition that I call twist positivity. Furthermore, we find

in these examples that the functional

Tr1( (U(g)· e e-ßH )
w(e) - -~---~

giJ - J(g, ß)
\"

has a representation, when restricted to coordinates,

w(e)gtp= f .dj.Lg,ß
1s'

as an integral on a probability space S' with respect to a countably

additive, Borel, probability measure dp.g,ß.

Mapping Surgery to Analysis

NIGEL HIGSON

(joint work with John Roe)

Let V be a closed, aspherical, smooth manifold, 1r = 1T1 (V). The

Baum...Connes assembly ~ap

J.l: K.(V) -+ K.(C~ 1r)

fits into a lang exact sequence

.,. -4 Kj+{(D;(V)) ~ Kj(V) -+ Kj(C~1T) ~ K;(n;(V)) -4 ...

We relate this to the surgery exact sequence, canstructing geometrically

(and after tensoring by Z[1/2]) a commuting diagram relating the two.
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The Jones-Goodwillie map is the (uni)versal map

GUILLERMO CORTINAS

Tbe talk foeuses on the Jones-Goodwillie map which goes from alge
braie K-theory to negative eyelie homology. By a theorem of Good
willie, this map induees an isomorphism of tbe relative groups eor
responding to a nilpotent ideal. We present a general eonstruetion
whieh produces, for each funetor going frorn algebras to spaees-such
as tbe K-tbeory space--a eharaeter whieh induces an isomorpbism of
the relative homotopy groups associated to a nilpotent ideal and is
(uni)versal with such a property. Then we show tbat, for tbe ease
wben the funetor is the K-theory space, the versal eharacter agrees
with Jones-Goodwillie's.

Excision in Cyclic Homology Theories

MICHAEL PUSCHNIGG

A modified version of tbe proof of excision in bivariant cyelic eoho-"
mology by J .Cuntz and D. Quillen is presented. This modified proof
has the advantage of working also in the framework of entire cyclie and
asymptotic cyclic cohomology or more generally in the framework of
cyelic and loeal eyclic cohomology of Ind-algebras \vith supports. As
applieations we derive an estimate for the behaviour of the dimension'
of a cyelie coeycle under tbe boundary map; calculate the entire cyelie
cohomology of the algebra of smooth funetions on a compact mani
fold; and eonstruct abivariant Chem-Connes character on Kasparov's
bivariant K-theory.

Harnessed algebras and Excision in Entire Cyclic
Cohomology

RALF MEYER

It is not suflicient to define cyclic homology for topological algebras
because this does not cover interesting examples like the convolution
algebra C~(r) of a smooth group(oid), where the multiplication is not
jointly continuous. If instead of a topology we specify a bornology,
we get more continuous bilinear map. I eall the corresponding class of
algebras hame.ssed algebras. Cyclic type homology theories can be de
fined on this class of algebras. This gives a common framework for the
existing theories for algebras without structure, Frechet algebras, and
the cyclic and Hochschild homology of C~(r) as defined by Brylinski
and Nistor.
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Connes's definition of entire cyclic cohomology carries over immedi
ately to our framework. But oow we cao rewrite it concisely in the
X-complex picture of Cuntz and Quillen as HE·{A) = H·(X(TA)),
where TA is a certain completion of tbe tensor algebra of A; it is a
harnessed algebra but not a topological algebra. For a suitable notion
of "analytic nilpotence", TA is tbe universal nilpotent extension of A.
Using this, (differentiable) homotopy invariance and excision for lin
early split extensions can be derived by universal algebra techniques.
For a special class of Frechet algebras, this was previously obtained by
Michael Puschnigg.

KK and elliptic operators

PAUL BAUM

(joint work with Alain Connes)

Let G be a locally compact topological group. The Baum-Connes
conjecture asserts that J.L: K?(~G) ~ K.(C~ G) is an isomorphism.
Here C~ G is the reduced C·-algebraofG and K.(C~G) its K-theory.
E..G is the universal example for proper G-a~tions and K? (~G) is
the equivariant K-homology of ~G in Kasparov's sense and with G
compact supports. This talk takes up the issue of whether every ele
ment of K? (~G) can be obtained from G-equivariant elliptic operators.
When G is totally disconnected (e.g., G can be a discrete group or a
p-adic group), "geometrie cycles" are eonstructed for K?(~G) which
are somewhat more general than those obtained from elliptic operators
on manifolds. This gives some inciication of what an" elliptic operator
on aspace with singularities should be. This joint work witb Alain
Connes will be published as an appendix to our paper "Geometrie K
theory for Lie groups and Foliations" (written sixteen years ago and to
be published soon).

Bivariant K-theory far Banach algebras

VINCENT LAFFORGUE

Tbis talk is tbe first announcement of the following resul t: The Baum
Connes conjecture (without coefficients) is true for p-adic reductive
groups and for discrete cocompact subgroups of Sp(n, 1), SI3(R), and
Sh(Qp).

The praof goes in tbree steps.

1. Construction of abivariant K-theory for Banach algebras whieh
is analogous to Kasparov theory, aets on K-theory, and admits a
descent homomorphism.
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2. Construction of a homotopy between '1 and 1 in this Banach alge
bra K-theory for any boHe group G satisfying an additional tech
nical condition, where , is the element eonstructed by Kasparov
and Skandalis.

3. Construction of a variant of the Schwartz space for p-adic reduc
tive groups and tbe fact that cocompact discrete subgroups of
Sp(n, 1), Sh(lR), and Sh(Qp) satisfy property (RD).

Morita equivaleoce for ooo-commutative tori

MARC A. RIEFFEL

(joint work with Albert Schwarz)

An n-dimensional non-commutative torus can be specified by an anti
symmetric real nxn matrix 8. We define a (partial) action ofSO(n, n;-Z)
on the space of anti-symmetric matriees and show that, generically,.
matrices lying in the same orbit for the action give Morita equivalent.
non-commutative tori. We give some indications of applieations Ü>
physics ("matrix theory eompaetifieations"). -

Morita" equivaleoce and duality

ALBERT SCHWARZ

I introduee a notion of complete Morita equivalence and elassify multi~.

dimensional tori up to complete Morita equivalenee. 1show that com
pactifieations on eompletely Morita equivalent tori are physically e~uiy~>

alent. This means that there exists a new kind of duality in ~1(atrix)

theory related to the group SO(n, n; Z).

Duality-symmetric actioos 00 ooo-commutative tori

GIOVANNI LANDI

Goint work with F. Lizzi and R.J. Szabo)

We eonstruet a bosonie and fennionic action on '~wo copies" of a non
eommutative torus in d dimensions. The basie speetral data is dietated
by vertex operator algebra aod in partieular consists of two ehiral Dirac
operators. A gauge connection is introduced. via two gauge potentials.
The eovariant Dirae operators eombine in a unique manner to produce a
bosonie action whieh is nonloeal due to the deformation of the product.
One remarkable fact is tbat tbe action is explicitly invariant under an
SO(d, d) duality transformation. A natural fermionic action is also
eonstructed whieh is also duality invariant.
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DifFeomorphism Groups and non-commutative analytic
torsion

JOHN LOTT

We state an index theorem conceming tbe pushforward of Hat 2J
vector bundles, where ~ is an appropriate algebra. We construct an
associated analytic torsion form er. If Z is a smooth closed aspherical
manifold, we show that er gives invariants of 1r.(Diff(Z».

Non-commutative combinatorial topology

NICOLAE TELEMAN

The talk has to basic components. Tbe first is to present a general
procedure for the computation of the Hochschild homology of alge
bras with local multiplication.The second is to associate with any
simplicial embedding X -+ ]RN a pair (A(X), P) consisting of an al
gebra A(X) on X and an idempotent P E A(X). The purpose of
defining such a pair was to prodnce combinatorial invariants of X via
the ehern character of P. The algebra A(X) is related to an algebra
previonsly introduced by Kasparov and Skandalis. This second part
needs snbstantial furtber research. In the first part of tbe talk tbe
microlocalization procedure published very recently in a C.R. Note is
illustrated for tbe algebras of smooth functions on smooth manifolds.
This procedure has numerous applications as, e.g., the computation of
the Hochschild homology of tbe algebra of piecewise differentiable fnnc
tions on simplicial complexes, part of a joint ,vork ,vith J.P. Brasselet
and A. Legrande.

Anomaly cancellations in the spectral action

ALl CHAMSEDDINE

A non-commutative space defined by a spectral tripIe (A, 11., D) and
endowed with areal structure J and spectrum E can have an action
associated with it. Tbe dynamics of tbe metric is govemed by tbe
spectral action principle with action given by Tr F(D2 )+(w, D'P). Tbe
presence of chiral fermions in tbe standard model of partich~ physics
implies that the trace is projected over the cbiral states. This projection
is not invariant under chiral rotations unless certain conditions are
met. These conditions are related to the gauge anomaly cancellation
conditions and mixed gauge gravitational anomalies.
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Non-commutative integrability

CTIRAL KLIMCIK

Tbe concept of quantisation of tbe de Rham complex of some Kähler
manifolds is introduced. Tbe coboundary operator d is generated (at
tbe classical level) by certain odd elements of tbe superalgebra into
wbich tbe de Rham complex is naturally injected. d tben acts by
taking tbe (super) Poisson bracket of these odd generators with de
Rham farms. After quantisation, the Poisson bracket is replaced by tbe
commutator in tbe quantised superalgebra, tbus allowing to enlarge the
action of the Hamiltonian vector fields on non-commutative manifold
also to the non-commutative de Rham complex. It turns out that
tbe superalgebra into which the standard classical de Rham complex is
injected coincides with tbe algebra of superfieids of the supersymmetrie
field theories. Tbe elements that are not in the image of the injecti~n

turn out to be the so-called auxiliary fields of the supersyminetric fiel~

theories.

Equivariant homolo~

PETER SCHNEIDER

Uoint work witb Paul Baum)

For a locally compact aod totally disconnected group G acting continu-"
ously on two locally compact spaces Y and X we define tbe (compactly
delocalized) bivariant equivariant cohomology by

HG,c(Y' X) = ExtSl)c(Go) (RcPy!<C, Rif>xIC).

For this we introduce Go = {g E G I 9 compact}, as ,vell as X =
{(9, x) E Go x X I gx ='x} togetber witb tbe projection </Jx: X --+. X.
On the right hand side in the above definition we form the higher direct
images with proper support on .Go of the constant sheaf on Y, resp. X,
then we form tbe higher Ext-groups in the categoryof G-equivariant
sheaves on Go.

It is explained how this definition generalises aU previous construc
tions in special cases. Some examples are camputed. Finally, it is
explained how this new tbeory is tbe recipient of a ehern character
isomorphism from equivariant K-homolagy.

The coarse Baum-Connes conjecture for spaces which admit
a uniform embedding into a Hilbert space

GUOLIANG Yu
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I present the proof of the coarse Baum-Connes conjecture for spaces
which have bounded geometry and admit a uniform embedding into
Hilbert space. This result implies the strong Novikov conjecture for
finitely generated groups which admit a uniform embedding into Hilbert
space as a meirie space with word length metric. The elass of finitely
generated groups which admit a uniform embedding inta Hilbert spaee
contains a subclass of groups closed under semidirect product and
containing word hyperbolic groups and amenable groups. It is an
open Question due to Gromov whether every separable metric spaee
(or finitely generated group) admits a uniform embedding into Hilbert
space, although it is easy to prove that every separable metric spaee
admits a uniform embedding into a separable Banach space.

The K-homology classes of the Euler characteristic and
signature operators

JONATHAN ROSENBERG

As is well-known, an elliptie operator D on a manifold M defines a
K-homology elass [D). A fundamental problem is to determine what
geometrie infonnation is encoded in [D) when D is one of the standard
geometrie operators. We study this problem for both the Euler charac
teristic and the signature operators. Both of these operators are given
by d + d· aeting on differential forms, but \vith different grading data.
Rationally, the K-homology class of the Euler characteristic operator is
tbe Poincare dual of the Euler class, and the K-bomology class of tbe
signature operator is the Poincare dual of the Atiyah-Singer .c-class.
In tbis talk we consider tbe additional information eontained in tbe
torsion part of [D).

Hermitian non-commutative spaces

OLIVIER GRANDJEAN

We show how the nations of Riemannian and Kähler non-eommutative
spaces emerge from superconfonnal field theory. It turns out that
these spaces are characterised by spectral data consisting of a Hilbert
space 11., a unital .-algebra A acting faithfully on 11. by bounded oper
ators, a set of supercharges (Dirac operators) aeting on 11., and a Lie
algebra of symmetries commuting with the elements of the algebra A.
Concretely, confonnal field theories with N = (1,1), N = (2,2), and
N = (4,4) describe Riemannian, Kähler, and Hyper-Kähler spaees, re
spectively. We explain a possible procedure to produee N = (1,1) data
starting from a spectral tripie (also called N = 1 data), in the sens of
A. Connes. As an example, we show how to get successively N = (1,1)
and N = (2,2) spectral data for the non-commutative 2-torus Tl for
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irrational (J, starting from tbe usual N = 1 data. Tbe complex struc
ture on Ti obtained this way coincides with that originally found by
Connes. Tbe nice feature of the notion of Kähler space emerging from
superconfonnal field theory is that it does not rely on the equivalence
of conformal and complex structures in two dimensions.

Bopf algebras, Cyclic cohomology, and the transverse
fundamental elass

ALAIN CONNES

(joint work witb Henri Moscovici)

In this talk tbe solution of tbe transverse index formula is presented.
Tbe solution involves several ingredients. First, tbe loeal index for
mula valid for any spectral tripie with discrete dimension spectrum.
Secondly, the computation of tbe entries in this formula for the hy
poelliptic operator associated to the transverse structure of a foliation
gives rise to a Hüpf algebra 1l(n) only depending on the dimension n of
tbe foliation. Tbe general structure of 1l(n) is given by a c~nstructio~

of G. Kac from the decomposition of any diffeomorph.ism 9 of R" as a
product 9 = 9192 witb 91 affine and 92(0) = 0, 9~(O) = id. _~.

Thirdly, one gets the general notion of cyclie cohomology of Hopf
algeb~as. It is dictated by the above computation and gives the proper
substitute of Lie algebra cohomology in this generality. It comes from
a quite subtle eyelie strueture on the eosimplicial space assoeiated to
the Hochschild eomplex of the coalgebra. . -

FinaÜy, one shows that that the computation of the cyclic eocycle
occurring in the local index formula takes place in the cyclic cohomol
ogy of tbe Hopf algebra. The latter is computed to be Gelfand-FUchs
cohomology, ,vhieh allows to solve tbe above problem. There is an ex
citiog relation of the Hopf algebra 1l(n) to' the Hopf algebra found by
Dirk Kreimer.

Hopf algebras and quantum field theory

DIRK KREIMER

(joint work with Alain Connes)

This talk explains bow perturbative quantum field theory upoo the
process of renormalisation gives rise to a Hopf algebra of rooted trees.
The antipode in tbis Hopf algebra captures tbe combinatorics of Zim
mennann's forest fOmlula. responsible for the renormalisation of path
integrals.

This Hopf algebra is shown to be related to the Hopf algebra fouod by
Connes aod Moscovici, in the sense that tbe commutative subalgebra
11.0 of the Connes-Moscovici Hopf algebra is a Hopf subalgebra of the
Hopf algebra occurring in quantum field theory. Both Hopf algebra can
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be generalised to the same Hopf algebra 1-ln maintaining the algebraie
results of Connes and Moscoviei.

Quantum Fields on non-commutative spaces

JOSEPH C. VARILLY

Uoint work with Jose M. Graeia Bendia)

It is proposed to construct quantum fields directly on non-commutative
spaces, understood as spectral tripies satisfying Connes' geometrie ax
ioms. Quantisation of Weyl fermions is carried out on a smooth OOD

commutative 3-torus, using the Segal-Shale-Stinespring formulation. It
is explained why the ultraviolet behaviour of this quantisation is gov
erned by the classical dimension of the spectral tripie.

Formality conjecture for chains

BORIS TSYGAN

By tbe formality theorem of Kontsevich, there is an Loo quasi-isomorpbism
between tbe differential graded Lie algebras of multivector fields on a
manifold M and "tbat of Hochschild eochains of Coo(M). As a con
sequenee, tbe set of equivalence classes of defonnations of COO(M) is
bijective to the set of equivalence classes of formal Poisson structures
onM."

Consider a Poisson structure 'Ir on M and denote by A(1T) the de
formed algebra given by Kontsevich's theorem. We make a conjecture
that Hochsehild,cyclie, ete., theories of this algebra are isomorphie to
the corresponding versions of Poisson homology of (M, 'Ir). As a eon
sequence, \ve obtain a characteristic class A(M, 1r). If 1T is regular, this
is equal to A(Ta), \vhere Ta is tbe (symplectic) tangent bundle to tbe
foliation of symplectic leaves of 'Ir. We make another more general eOD
jecture. It is weil kno\vn that the algebra 9s(M) aets on f2"(M) and that
gG(A) acts on the Hochschild, cyclic, etc., complex of A. Thus, by the e
formality theorem, both f2"(M) and C.(A) are Loo-modules over 9s(M)
if A = COO(M). We eonjecture that there is a Loo-quasi-isomorphism
of these Loo-modules. The same should be true if we replace 9s by
(SS[f), BIBf) , f2 = 0, Ifl = 1. In other words, we conjecture that
the well-known quasi-isomorphism of Connes is 9s[f)-equivariant. This
question is related, in particular, to various versions of the equivariant
index theorem.

Non-commutative Minkowski space

JULIUS WESS
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Adeformation of the Heisenberg algebra based on a q-deformed Lorentz
group is introduced and tbe construction of tbe corresponding alge
bra explaioed. Hilbert space representations are coostructed and tbe
problem of finding selfadjoint representations discussed. Among tbe
irreducible representations of tbe deformed algebra, there are 00 rep
resentations in tbe fonn of selfadjoint operators. Selfadjoint repre
sentations can be obtained by composing irreducible representations
suitably. Tbe question arises what tbe general structure of such repre
seotations is. The spectrum of tbe position and momentum operators
forms a q-Iattice with accumulation points on tbe ligbt cone.

Continuous deformations of symplectic structures

RVSZARD NEST

Given a compact symplectic manifold (M,w) and a formal defonna
tion AI1(w) of COO(M)[(Ii]] witb an associative product *1l we construct
(nnder tbe condition tbat 1T2(M) = 0) a continuous field of C*-algebras
[0,1] 3 t .-+ At such tbat Ao = C(M) and tbe asymptotics of tbe! .
product at t = 0 in the algebra of sections of tbe field (Ae) is identical.
witb the formal *11-product. The first non-trivial esse is when M is a
closed Riemannian surface of genus 9 > 1 witb tbe standard symplectic
structure. Tbe construction amounts to tbe eonstruction of tbe con~.

tinuous field of C·-algebras t 8 At, wbere -'it is tbe algebra of compact
operators on tbe Bergman space HIlt, Ho = Co(ll))) , ID> the open unit
disk; and a continuous projection valued section et in .Ilt >I r, wbere
r = 1ft(M) acts via the natural projective representation on lD. Tbe:
resulting field et (Ji, >I r)et provides an example of tbe construction. t",'i

Quantisation on non-commutative Hardy spaces

HARALD UPMEIER

We consider Hardy spaces. H2 (S) of holomorphie functions in several
complex variables, associated with a compact symmetrie space S and
a suitable domain ~ in its complexification. Depending on Sand
any polybedral cone A in its Cartan subspace, there is a Peter-Weyl
decomposition

H 2(S) = E (K)o
oeknA*

under tbe isometry group K, where A# is the dual cone of A. Tbe cor
responding Toeplitz C·-algebras T(S) is analysed in detail. Tbe main
result is a composition series with subquotients given by foliation C·
algebras C·(K/K), wbere K is a non-closed subgroup of K associated
with a face Xof A. Special cases include symmetrie domains/Reinhardt
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domains and the non-symmetrie Hardy spaces occurring in the well
known Gelfand-Gindikin program.

Towards a quantum index theorem for superselection sectors

ROBERTO LONGO

A way is proposed to incorporate sorne geometry into algebraic quan
tum field theory.

We view superselection factors as analogous to (equivalenceclasses
of) elliptic operators. In conformal quantum field theory on 'SI, we
have the fonnula

(e-21rKp f!, n) = d(p)
where Kp is the generator corresponding to special confonnal transfor
mations and p is an endomorphism 10calise<;lln an interval.

By restricting a black hole spacetime QFT on the horizon we have

d(p) = exp(-kj21rF(q,p, l/»)

with </>, tPP thermal states and k the surface gravity.
We propose the fOfDlula

rP(ao, ....' an) = r(p(ao) , ... ,p(an»
with r the JLO cyclic cocycle in the thermal state as a cohomology
class associated to p.

This report \vas written by Ralf Meyer, Münster.
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